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For some reason my reports run off the roof and have no containment. When i redo the
report to normal size (which is on the side of the report itself) it works fine but i get this very

large box shadow that takes up the whole of the Xactimate window. No idea why. Front UI
does not seem affected. Screen shot below. This is a screenshot of a problem i have been
getting with my xactimate software on a trial version. If any one has a problem similar to
this it is an issue within xactimate. I cannot fix it and there isnt much on google to help in

fixing it. The follow actions did not work to fix the issue. I have been trying to install
Xactimate on a Mac. My first attempt was my screen is all jacked and on a second try the

xactimate window came on the screen but nothing was on it. Tried again and got the same. I
called in Xactimate tech, and it just did not seem to want to run on the Mac. My Mac has two

screens with a 22″ screen and a 27″ monitor. I tried to set both screens to mirror, but they
would not stay mirror. So I unplugged the 22″ screen, and that did not help. I made the 27″

monitor the primary screen, and now it lets the 22″ screen be mirrored. My macbook pro is a
2015 16GB. This Mac runs MacOS Sierra. id. at 1148; see also Sheahan, 2019 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 110800, at *330 (“Other agents with whom [State Farm] engaged take several days to
perform their calculations with Xactimate after they receive the inspection report.”). Indeed,
Xactimate has “a built-in calculation engine to recalculate estimates.” (Id.) Because the roof

data is uploaded into the Xactimate system in hours or days instead of weeks or months,
insurers save time and money.
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